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MANUFACTURER LIMITED WARRANTY 

 

NON-PRORATED/TRANSFERABLE 
Provided that the products covered by this warranty have been installed in strict accordance with the ECOMAX 
written installation instructions and in accordance with all local codes and standards, including those pertaining to 
fire-rated construction, SOLUMAX LLC warrants to the original purchaser of the property that the parts described 
below are free from manufacturing defects for 25 years from the date of purchase. 

 

 

LIMITATIONS 
SOLUMAX LLC shall not be liable for, and this warranty does not apply 
to, any failure, defect or damage resulting from or connected with 
misuse, abuse, neglect or improper handling or storage, or installation 
not in strict adherence to SOLUMAX LLC’s written instructions. 
SOLUMAX LLC shall not be liable for labor costs incurred in removing the 
part or re-installing the replacement part. SOLUMAX LLC reserves the 
right to discontinue or modify any of its products, including color, and 
shall not be liable as a result of such discontinuance or modification. If 
SOLUMAX LLC replaces any part under this warranty, it may substitute 
parts designated by SOLUMAX LLC to be comparable quality or price 
range in the event the product initially installed has been discontinued 
or modified. 

 

WARRANTY CLAIMS 
All warranty claims shall be submitted in writing through email: daylight@solumax.net. All claims must include all 
the following information: 

1. A copy of the original purchase invoice 

2. Purchaser’s name, address, phone number, and email 

3. Description of the claimed defect 

If it is determined that parts need to be returned to SOLUMAX LLC, they must be shipped to SOLUMAX LLC’s RMA 
department, freight prepaid, for evaluation. Please call 480-813-3449 for return mailing address and RMA#. 

SOLUMAX LLC reserves the right, at its discretion, to repair or replace the defective component or refund a portion 
of the purchase price prorated based on the balance of the warranty terms. 

PARTS COVERED 

ECOMAX 10” Tube Skylight (Model: SOL-10TS) 
ECOMAX 14” Tube Skylight (Model: SOL-14TS) 
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